none of the platypus X chromosomes resembles the human, dog or mouse X. "The sex chromosomes are absolutely, completely different from all other mammals. We had not expected that, " says Jennifer Graves of the Australian National University in Canberra, who studies sex differentiation and is an author on the paper. Instead, the platypus Xs better match the avian Z sex chromosome. Another chromosome matches the mouse X, Graves and her colleagues report in Genome Research (F. Veyrunes et al. Genome Res. doi:10.1101/gr.7101908; 2008) . This is evidence that placental mammalian sex chromosomes and the sex-determining gene Sry -found on the Y chromosome -evolved after the monotremes diverged from mammals, much later than previously thought. "Our sex chromosomes are a plain old ordinary autosome in the platypus, " Graves says.
A team led by Gregory Hannon of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York sequenced microRNAs, which regulate gene expression, that were isolated from six platypus tissues. Again they found a mix of reptile and mammal examples (E. P. Murchison et al. Genome Res. doi:10.1101/gr.73056.107; 2008) . "We have microRNAs that are shared with chickens and not mammals as well as ones that are shared with mammals, but not chickens, " Hannon says.
"The reptilian characteristics [of miRNA] are not convergent features, and this is a feature of the genome as well, " Hannon says. "Morphology didn't have to be reflected at the level of molecular biology, but in this case it was. " Adam Felsenfeld, who directs the Large-Scale Sequencing Program at the US National Human Genome Research Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, says: "I find it fascinating that genomic features of what are now two separate lineages can coexist in the genome of a single organism. "
About half of the platypus genome contains non-coding DNA sequences. Many are 'interspersed repeats' , copies of transposable elements that are characteristically abundant in other mammalian genomes. In contrast, repeats of very short sequences called microsatellite DNA are rarer in the platypus genome than in other mammals' and more closely resemble those of reptiles, with the balance of nucleic acids tipped toward A-T base pairs.
The sequence information has already generated useful genetic markers for studying the population structure of the elusive platypus in the wild. Differences in repeated elements, for example, separate the Tasmanian population from that on Australia's mainland, and could be used to improve understanding of the ecology of this enigmatic animal. There are as yet no plans to sequence the genome of its closest relative, the echidna.
■

Susan Brown
Chemists spin a web of data But Williams nevertheless believes that the service may be able to compete with for-profit services. "What I'm doing is highly disruptive, " he says. "I think it can be done and it needs to be done. " The American Chemical Society declined to comment on ChemSpider.
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Chemical data are becoming more freely available. 
